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House on Steigereiland
In 2006 the clients were informed that they have been allotted a plot on the Steigereiland
on island IJburg. This design by Emiel Lamers Architectures complies with building regulations but also develops the size of the building envelope to the absolute maximum. The
two-story house is 15 by six meters. A small playroom is situated downstairs, next to the
entrance hall and is connected to the three-meter-high living area and open kitchen by a
window. Four bedrooms and a spacious bathroom are located on the upper floor. A frosted
window, positioned on the side of the house, provides plenty of light for the landing. The
house was built within a short timeframe, with a pre-cast concrete building system.
01 Overview | 02 Rear façade | 03 Living room | 04 Ground and first floor plan
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Blok K / Verdana
Blok K is part of a master plan for 550 dwellings by Frits van Dongen of de Architecten
Cie. It is part of 16 blocks that are referred to as ‘hidden delights’. The ten units within
the building are organized according to a ‘back to back’ system and are accessed from a
corridor in the middle of the block; all have direct access on street level. Water and gas
meters are located towards the interior hallways and stairs, tucked away into the darker
areas, allowing the façades to benefit from the light and view of the park. In order to
optimize the urban envelop, all dwellings are deformed, but the blocks keeps it’s initial
total volume. By shifting the access alley all units are both stretched and compressed,
either in height or length, but each still has the given volume of about 630 cubic meters.
01 Bird’s-eye view | 02 Entrance | 03 Roof | 04 Exterior view | 05 Section

Blok K: doorsnede A-A'
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REVISIE
Blok K doorsnede AA'
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